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The whole fake Matrix is laid out below - do you want to take the red pill and wake up or the blue pill and go back to 
sleep, Neo?

Personally when I read a government, media or big business statement these days my first reaction is to try replacing it 
by its opposite and see if that feels true. 90% of the time it does. Even if you are skeptical and you think that only one of 
the issues below is fake doesn't that say an enormous amount about the society that we live in? 

(NaturalNews) The "War on Terror" is a complete fabrication. There is no terrorism other than what the 
government creates in order to sell its agenda of a police state takeover. Click here to read Paul Craig 

 that lays this out in brilliant detail. Roberts' article

The CDC's war on West Nile virus is also a complete fabrication. There is no real West Nile virus threat. ( 
 ) The odds of being killed by West Nile are, much like with "terrorism," even lower than Read article here.

the odds of being killed by a bee sting. 

The "economic recovery" of America is a fairy tale. Over the last few days, the federal debt reached a jaw-
dropping  -- nearly $5 trillion of that debt has been incurred under one person: President $16 trillion
Obama. Unemployment is at record highs. Half the population is on federal aid of one form or another. 
Food stamp costs have skyrocketed. 

"Obamacare" is a fiasco. Dubbed the "Affordable Care Act," in reality health insurance costs have vastly 
increased after the passage of this ill-conceived law. 

Bin Laden wasn't killed by U.S. Navy Seals. The war is a fake. The news is faked. The media is 
completely, utterly faked, running totally fictional stories. CNN is actually an  , elaborate theater operation
faking sets, locations, sound effects and everything else you can imagine. Don't believe me? Watch this 

 from the Gulf War, featuring "journalist" Charles Jaco: totally faked CNN broadcast
 http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=B55147E2052701412A47A9F2C9DA754C

The whole thing is so hilarious it's almost an SNL skit! At one point, a fake air raid siren sounds off, 
indicating a biological weapons attack (total fear mongering on CNN), and one of the guests in the fake 
studio frantically straps on a HELMET! Yeah, because helmets are the defense of choice against biological 
attacks, it seems. See if you can actually watch this CNN video and not laugh out loud... 

Newspapers run fake  like "organic foods are no healthier than conventional foods." ( news http://www.
 ) naturalnews.com/037065_organic_foods_mainstream_media_psyo...

The FBI plans and carries out fake terror plots all across the USA ( http://www.naturalnews.com
 ). /034325_FBI_entrapment_terror_plots.html

All the ads of Big Pharma are completely faked, promoting dangerous prescription drugs that are approved 
by the FDA based on faked clinical studied. 

The USDA, EPA, FDA, ATF, DEA are all fake operations, actually running their own scams and frauds 
rather than protecting the American public from anything. We'd all be better off to simply abolish every 
federal regulator and start over. 

The history taught in public schools is wildly faked. The explanations of who killed JFK and MLK are all 
faked. They don't want you to know real history. 

Banking financial instruments are all faked. And the  are utterly faked. It's all complete bank RATINGS
fiction, and that fiction will soon unravel. 

The food you buy is faked, by the way. Fake colors, fake flavors, fake marketing claims on the packaging, 
and even fake chemical ingredients. All the real nutrients are processed out, leaving "fake food." 
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Cities are fake ecosystems. City parks are faked with weed killer, pesticides, and non-native plants 
everywhere. Your tap water faucet is a "fake waterfall" in your kitchen. It's all illusion. Behind the 
mechanics, there is no real waterfall. It's all a series of electrical pumps and pipes that bring the water to 
you. Once the electricity stops, the illusion collapses. 

The FDIC's insurance of your bank deposits is an illusion. When the  go bankrupt -- an event that's banks
coming very, very soon -- the FDIC will go bankrupt right along when them. Your deposits will be lost. 

Your "pension" is an illusion. It's nothing more than a fabricated promise to pay you some amount of 
money at some future date. It does not exist in the  , and it can vanish literally overnight. real world

Geopolitical lines are also fake. The thick red line that outlines your state on a map doesn't exist in the real 
world. Drive out there and see for yourself: there is NO LINE. So why do we pretend there is? 

AIDS is not real. It's a completely fictional disease used by the CDC to scare everybody into giving it more 
funding and more power. HIV tests are completely bogus, as even the scientists who run the tests readily 
admit. (  ) http://www.naturalnews.com/027890_AIDS_test_HIV.html

The "cure for cancer" is not real, at least not as hyped by the pink ribbon non-profits. They aren't even 
looking for a cancer cure, folks. It would put the entire cancer industry out of business! ( http://www.

 ) naturalnews.com/036711_Komen_for_the_Cure_mammography_frau...

Vaccine mythology is completely faked. It's all a fairy tale. There is no immunity granted by the injection of 
"attenuated" viral strains combined with stealth cancer viruses and chemical adjuvants. Vaccines are 
"medical theater" that don't even work. The "vaccine science" is all faked by the drug companies, and this 
is now a matter a public record from whistleblower scientists who worked on those vaccines and took part 
in spiking the clinical blood samples with animal antibodies! ( http://www.naturalnews.com

 ) /036417_Glaxo_Merck_fraud.html

Airport security is fake. It's all "security theater." All the TSA molestations in the world still haven't caught a 
single terrorist. 

Government power is an illusion. It's all a bluff. The government only has power because people  it believe
does. Hence the need for costumes (uniforms) and sparkly, shiny objects (badges) to mesmerize the 
gullible masses. 

Entitlements are an illusion which will soon end. The U.S. government is now $16 trillion in debt, meaning 
the money the government has been spending is FAKE. When reality comes due, entitlement programs 
will collapse. 

The stock market as a fair investment device is faked. As the Facebook IPO proved, Wall Street is really 
just a rigged game for insiders to loot gullible investors. 

Your DVD player is faked. Remember when VCRs simply  the tape when you inserted the tape? played
Now your DVD player has to connect to the "cloud" somewhere, download updates, reboot, decode, sync, 
run a bunch of algorithms and then if you're lucky it actually plays a movie. But this entire process is 
"virtual" (digital) and not  (analog). real

In fact, your email doesn't exist. Your saved files and documents don't exist. The web page you're reading 
right now doesn't exist. Your bank account doesn't exist. One electromagnetic pulse burst is all it would 
take to wipe out all electronic devices (and most data storage) across the country. Imagine your entire 
Facebook history, Twitter history and email history wiped clean in a microsecond. (For many, that wouldn't 
be such a bad thing, actually.) 

Most of your life is played out in a virtual world, almost as if you were an animated character in a computer 
simulation... something like  . The Matrix

You are living in a dream world, Neo. 

So what's real?
• Physical books. No batteries required. 
• Family, including pets. 
• Dirt (soil). 
• Gardening, permaculture, seeds. 
• Gold and silver. 
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• Consciousness, free will, awareness. 
• The sun. Warmth and light. Energy for life. 
• Liquid water. Perhaps the most miraculous substance in the universe. 
• Honeybees, insects and pollinators. 
• Sea salt. Minerals. Elements for health. 
• Love, compassion, forgiveness, humility. 
• Firearms, hammers and other purely mechanical devices that don't need "firmware" to operate. 

Words of wisdom from the Health Ranger
• Start trading your VIRTUAL things for REAL things. At the moment, for example, you can "spend" your 
virtual electronic money (in your electronic bank account) in order to buy real things such as seeds, garden 
tools and silver. 

• Do not put all your eggs in the "virtual" basket. Even if you think your financial assets are diversified by 
being held in different funds or banks, they're all still 100% virtual! (Fiat money isn't REAL.) 

• Make yourself learn how to navigate reality. Instead of playing Farmville, grow a real garden with real dirt 
and real seeds. Learn real skills and familiarize yourself with the real (natural) world. Turn off your GPS 
and learn to read a map, for starters. 

•  There is nothing more stupid, insidious and mind-numbing than the TV. Nothing will Kill your TV!
separate you from reality faster than  . If you have cable TV,  . If you have satellite TV, television cancel it

 . Remove this insidious technology from your life or it will dominate your mind, your beliefs, disconnect it
your emotions and your reactions to everything that happens in the world. Television is a pathway to total 
zombification. It's not just the ads either; the programs are also laced with propaganda, violence, 
perversion and negative influence. 

And keep reading NaturalNews.com and other alternative news websites. We are the last safe harbor of 
truthful information left on the planet. We aim to report what's REAL, not the fictions peddled by the 
delusional institutions that attempt to dominate your mind and stuff it full of falsehoods.

Learn more: http://www.naturalnews.com/037093_fairy_tales_delusion_real_world.html#ixzz264BhE9RB

from http://www.naturalnews.com/037093_fairy_tales_delusion_real_world.html
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